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Every organization wants to get started with data analytics and 
predictive data. During the Wave5 Data Discovery, Wave5 specialists 
will work with you to see how ready your platform and data are to 
make data-driven decisions, and where there is still room for im-
provement. What analytics do you want to do? What data is easiest 
to collect? What connections can you make between your already 
existing data?

DATA
DISCOVERY
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We look for answers to the following  
questions related to your data:

All questions that will be addressed during Data Discovery. Your organization just 
needs to make sure we get access to the data and speak to the right stakeholders. 
Together we measure the data maturity of your organization.

What is your strategic focus the  
coming year?
Where do you see opportunities for  
Advanced Analytics?
How do these opportunities relate to 
(upcoming) projects?
What are the business gains to be made 
by solving bottlenecks? oplossen?
Who will benefit from these projects, and 
how?

-

-

-

-

-

-    An overview of relevant data sources
-    Feedback on your current data quality
-    Advice on enriching your data
-    A roadmap towards a data-driven
     organization
-    Energy and inspiration to get started  
     right away

This way, we determine the data matu-
rity of your organization and you’ll know 
what steps you need to take to become 
data-driven. And that yields the following 
benefits:

How it works
The Wave5 Data Discovery goes through 
several phases. First, we send out a 
survey for inventory purposes, after which 
we hold an intake meeting to discuss the 
process and what access Wave5 will have 
to your data. Of course, we sign a confi-
dentiality agreement about this. 

Next, we schedule a workshop with the 
appropriate stakeholders to determine 
which way your organization wants to 
move based on our findings from the sur-
vey. Think for example of a new strategy, a 
new spin off, or new data insights.

After that, our team of specialists will get 
to work thoroughly examining the data 
sources discussed. When that is done, the 
results are presented and the appropriate 
next steps are determined. 
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Why Wave5
Wave5 has more than 25 years of expe-
rience building software, building teams 
worldwide and managing sales & partner 
channels. We know what it takes to help 
people and organizations get the best out 
of themselves.

In summary 
When you have a Wave5 Data Discove-
ry performed, you quickly find out what 
data sources you already have within your 
organization and what value and quality 
these sources have. By talking to the right 
stakeholders we get a clear picture of the 
ambition of the business in relation to a 
data-driven organization. This  
approachable journey of discovery helps 
you ensure that the value of data is 

discovered, understood, and recognized. 
It is the perfect guide to taking the right 
next steps. Wave5 can guide you through 
this as well. 

For example, by helping you through a 
Wave5 15Days or building the Wave5 Data 
Platform. Wave5 gives your organization 
the push in the right direction.
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You don’t know if the 
data are correct and 

what they mean

You get more insight into 
the value of your data 

through the Wave5  
Data Discovery

Your organization 
becomes data driven 
and makes big strides

You gain confidence 
in the data and work 

smarter
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Image 1 - Process Data Discovery

Your organization 
contains a lot of data 

in silos

Ready to work data-driven?

https://wave5.nl/en_brochure/data-discovery/

